Ring-type multisoliton dynamics in shallow water.
The propagation, in a shallow water, of nonlinear ring waves in the form of multisolitons is investigated theoretically. This is done by solving both analytically and numerically the cylindrical (also referred to as concentric) Korteweg-de Vries equation (cKdVE). The latter describes the propagation of weakly nonlinear and weakly dispersive ring waves in an incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational fluid. The spatiotemporal evolution is determined for a cylindrically symmetric response to the free fall of an initially given multisoliton ring. Analytically, localized solutions in the form of tilted solitons are found. They can be thought as single- or multiring solitons formed on a conic-modulated water surface, with an oblique asymptote in arbitrary radial direction (tilted boundary condition). Conversely, the ring solitons obtained from numerical solutions are localized single- or multiring structures (standard solitons), whose wings vanish along all radial directions (standard boundary conditions). It is found that the wave dynamics of these standard ring-type localized structures differs substantially from that of the tilted structures. A detailed analysis is performed to determine the main features of both multiring localized structures, particularly their break-up, multiplet formation, overlapping of pulses, overcoming of one pulse by another, "amplitude-width" complementarity, etc., that are typically ascribed to a solitonlike behavior. For all the localized structures investigated, the solitonlike character of the rings is found to be preserved during (almost) entire temporal evolution. Due to their cylindrical character, each ring belonging to one of these multiring localized structures experiences the physiological decay of the peak and the physiological increase of the width, respectively, while propagating ("amplitude-width" complementarity). As in the planar geometry, i.e., planar Korteweg-de Vries equation (pKdVE), we show that, in the case of the tilted analytical solutions, the instantaneous product P=(maximumamplitude)×(width)(2) is rigorously constant during all the soliton spatiotemporal evolution. Nevertheless, in the case of the numerical solutions, we show that this product is not preserved; i.e., the instantaneous physiological variations of both peak and width of each ring do not compensate each other as in the tilted analytical case. In fact, the amplitude decay occurs faster than the width increase, so that P decreases in time. This is more evident in the early times than in the asymptotic ones (where actually cKdVE reduces to pKdVE). This is in contrast to previous investigations on the early-time localized solutions of the cKdVE.